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Hardware Grill 

"Canadian Cuisine Served with Class"

Hardware Grill is a great addition to downtown Edmonton's trendy

restaurant scene. Located a short distance from the Shaw Conference

Centre, this place specializes in provincial Canadian cuisine. Specialties

on the menu include bacon-wrapped elk and roasted pork loin made with

ethically-raised and locally-sourced ingredients. Complement your meal

with a glass of fine wine from their extensive selection. The modern

furniture and tasteful decor contribute to a chic and elegant ambiance.

 +1 780 423 0969  www.hardwaregrill.com/  email@hardwaregrill.com  9698 Jasper Avenue,

Edmonton AB
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Ampersand 27 

"Delectable Pacific Meals"

Ampersand 27 is one of those places where you walk in with great

expectations, and it never fails to impress. Replete with eye-catching

decor, picnic tables, a well-stocked bar and a laid-back, casual

atmosphere, the ambiance of this restaurant makes it perfect for a

leisurely meal. The menu features a delectable fusion of local dishes and

delicacies from around the world. Well-crafted to suit the modern palate

and plated to perfection, dining here is always a taste-bud-tingling

experience. Savor the signature Alberta Beef Tartar, Maple Butter Pork

Belly and West Coast Mussels, that will surely have you coming back for

more.

 +1 780 757 2727  ampersand27.com/  info@ampersand27.com  10612 82 Avenue Northwest,

Edmonton AB
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RGE RD 

"Local Haute Cuisine"

RGE RD is a great example of a farm-to-table diner. The locally-sourced

ingredients are carefully selected by chef Blair Lebsack from nearby farms

and the result is fresh food with distinct Edmonton flavors. Savor meats

from regional ranches and seafood from the Canadian west coast.

Complement your meals with the Gehringer Classic Auxerrois or their Left

Coast French cocktail. Their drinks list includes fine wines, cocktails and

bottled beers. You can also take part of the farm trips arranged by the

restaurant, where you can relish their epicurean dinners along with

premium national wines.

 +1 780 447 4577  www.rgerd.ca/  10643 123 Street Northwest, Edmonton

AB
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